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Corinthians FC of San Antonio Wraps Up Preseason with Game Against Sockers FC
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS - Corinthians FC of San Antonio (CFC SA) wrapped up the 2014 pre-season with an 1-0 loss
to USL-PDL Sockers FC. With the loss, the team finishes the pre-season with a 1-3-2 record.
Despite the tough loss, Head Coach, Jon Burklo was happy with his team’s performance in the last game before the
start of conference matches.
“It was a good performance and there was a lot to be excited about. It's definitely disappointing to come out of the
game with a loss and we will have to find a way to be more ruthless with the chances we create moving forward,”
said Burklo.
He also said that the team is now more settled in how they want to play compared to the beginning of the season.
"The pre-season for us was to establish our physical periodization and to dictate a style of play. I think that has
been achieved and now that we have everyone in town from their college programs, we are beginning to become
more and more comfortable with each other,” explained Burklo.
Being a part of the team’s first signees earlier this year, University of the Incarnate Word midfielder, Vinny Bailey, has
been an important part of the CFC SA team throughout the pre-season.
“We struggled to score a goal today (against Sockers FC) so we are going to take that into practice this week and
hopefully work on some finishing and take that with us going into our first game,” said Bailey
With less than a week before the team's first ever NPSL match, Bailey is excited to see the team coming together.
“Bringing in all the new boys from colleges and getting everyone together, I can see a big difference,” explained Bailey.
The team will kick off their NPSL season against the Liverpool Warriors from The Colony, TX , Saturday, May 17, 2014.
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